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Abstract. We present an interactive visualisation for Dialogical Finger-
printing, a system for automatically identifying speakers and classifying

dialogue characteristics. Presenting this information to a debate audi-

ence in real-time alongside debate playback provides an overview of how
the speaker identity and role predictions change over the course of the

debate and how the participants of the debate relate to each other in

terms of emotionality and ideology. The touchscreen-based visualisation
program allows users to control debate playback, view the classification

results, and make comparisons between system configurations.
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1. Introduction

Argument Analytics leverage the wealth of quantitative data available to provide

deeper insights into the dynamics and content of argumentative texts and debates

[1]. Recent research in this field includes work on providing members of the public

with real-time visualisations of debates in order to enhance engagement with the

topic under deliberation [2]. By providing additional information about a debate,

the audience is better able to understand the content being discussed, the stances

of the participants, and the arguments they advance. Related research has also

been carried out into the use of ‘second screens’ in which an additional device,

such as a smartphone, is used whilst observing a televised debate [3].

With this aim of providing further insight into a debate using Argument Ana-

lytics, we present an interactive visualisation program for Dialogical Fingerprint-

ing [4], a system which uses the unique dialogical characteristics of participants

within a debate to automatically identify who’s speaking and what role they play

in the debate. The interactive program allows listeners of the debate to explore

the predictions made and see how the system’s performance develops in real-time

over the course of a debate. Displaying this information in an intuitive way aims to

provide the audience of a debate with a better understanding of the proceedings

and the dialogical characteristics of the participants.



2. Automatic Debater Identification and Characteristics

The Dialogical Fingerprinting system uses the unique dialogue characteristics of
speakers in a debate, such as sentence length and vocabulary to build a dialogical
fingerprint for each participant. These characteristics are used as features in a
Machine Learning approach to perform speaker identification and role classifica-
tion for each dialogue turn in a debate. The system was trained using transcribed
episodes of the BBC Radio 4 programme The Moral Maze, in which a set of guest
experts, debate panellists, and a debate moderator discuss a topical, divisive is-
sue. The dataset contains an unbalanced distribution of 93 speakers, with some
participants appearing in each episode, and others appearing only once.

Dialogical Fingerprinting (using a Support Vector Machine model) achieves
a macro f1 of 1.0 for the task of role classification, correctly classifying the role of
participants in the debate as either: Moderator, Panellist, or Witness. The system
achieves a macro f1 of 0.52 for identifying the individual speaker on the basis of
their debate contributions. The system also measures the relative emotionality of
a speaker turn, using the subjectivity lexicon developed by Wilson et al [5]; and a
relative ideological scaling, using the unsupervised methods developed by Glavas
et al. [6]. Outputs for both the emotionality and ideological positions of speaker
turns are scaled to a 0 to 1 interval.

3. Interactive Visualisation of Dialogical Fingerprinting

To demonstrate the Dialogical Fingerprinting system, we developed a touch-based
graphical user interface (GUI) (Figure 1). The visualisation program aims to pro-
vide the audience of a debate with an intuitive, user-friendly, way of interacting
with the results of the system, as well as allowing a comparison between the sys-
tem configurations - such as, the Machine Learning model used by the system,
or the specific set of features used by the model. To this end, a focus is placed
upon the ‘real-time’ nature of the demonstration. By showing the audience mem-
bers how the predictions change during episode playback, they can see how the
performance of the speaker identification and role classification develops, as well
as how the relative emotionality and ideological positions of the participants be-
comes clear as further speaker turns are conducted. To allow for this real-time
report of the analytics, the Dialogical Fingerprinting system was adapted to out-
put a performance report after each turn within a dialogue. This information is
then matched to the episode transcript timestamps, with each speaker turn being
associated with the model performance at that time. The audience can interact
with the visualisation program to explore the results achieved.

The environment for the program is a large kiosk style device with a 54 inch
touchscreen (Figure 2). The touchscreen interface allows the user to directly ma-
nipulate the onscreen elements. For example, by tapping on an element to make
a selection, or pressing and dragging to adjust the audio playback position. To
develop the interface and accommodate the touch interaction a suitable program-
ming framework was required. The Qt Framework was chosen1. For lower level

1available at: https://www.qt.io



Figure 1. The interactive dialogical fingerprinting demonstration program. On the left, from top

to bottom: a text introduction to the work; the user-selection of model, Moral Maze episode, and

dialogical features; details of the selected Moral Maze episode; the current model performance
and performance over time; the relative ideological scaling of the episode participants; and a

summary of the participant predictions. In the middle section, a list of the previous and current

speaker turns are represented with images of the speakers. Selecting a turn presents speaker and
role predictions and turn emotionality. On the right, an audio waveform representation of the

selected episode is shown which can be used to navigate to a specific point within an episode.



Figure 2. The interactive Dialogical Fingerprinting demonstrator in use.

Figure 3. A selected speaker turn from the turn list showing the current predictions for speaker

identity and role as well as the relative emotionality level of the turn.

processes, such as file manipulation and audio playback, the Qt C++ implemen-
tation is used. For visualisation aspects, the Qt QML language is used, exploiting
the Qt concepts of signals and slots to facilitate communication between the two.

To initiate the program, the user is required to select: one of several pre-
trained Machine Learning models, a Moral Maze episode to run the model on,
and one or more dialogical characteristics (e.g. turn length or n-grams). Providing
this choice allows a comparison to be made between configurations, for example,
between the results obtained with different Machine Learning models, producing
different results and hence measured performance during the course of an episode.
Once selected, playback of the chosen episode begins.

As the episode progresses, the user is presented with information about the
episode and the current performance of the selected model. A list of speaker
turns is shown, allowing individual turns to be selected, presenting the model’s



Figure 4. The macro f1 scores for the speaker identity, 0.436, and role predictions, 0.943, at

the current point in the selected episode. The change in macro f1 score over the course of the

episode is displayed on a line graph.

current best prediction for the speaker’s identity and role (Figure 3). Also shown
is the relative emotionality level of the selected turn. This is indicated using an
intensity indicator style element, where a set of circle images are filled with colour
relative to the emotionality level of the turn. If at a later point in the episode,
when additional speaker turns have been performed, a speaker or role prediction
is changed, the corresponding turn image and text are updated accordingly.

The model performance for the current point in the episode is presented as
the macro F1 score for both the individual speaker identification and role identi-
fication (Figure 4). The change in macro F1 performance over time is displayed
using a line graph, visualising how the model prediction performance improves as
the episode progresses and more data becomes available for the model to base its
predictions on.

The relative ideological position of each of the speakers is displayed by group-
ing speaker’s pictures on a relative scale (top of Figure 5). When a speaker first
enters the debate, their portrait is positioned at the centre of the scale. As the de-
bate proceeds, the picture is moved left or right, relative to the other participants.
This provides the audience with a visual representation of how the ideological
positions of the participants relate to each other, with similar participants being
grouped together, and opposing participants being further apart.

A summary of the speaker predictions shows for each participant within the
debate, the current best prediction for their identity, with a corresponding picture
(bottom of Figure 5). The speaker pictures for both the ideological scaling and
summary elements are changed in the same manner as the turn list in cases of
an updated prediction. When a new speaker identity classification is output from
the model, the corresponding pictures are updated.

Using the waveform representation of the episode (shown on the right in
Figure 1), the user is able to select a position which moves the audio playback to
the corresponding point. This allows for quick comparisons to be made between
different points in time; for example, comparing the initial predictions of role



Figure 5. Two elements showing the relative ideological scaling of the participants within an

episode, and a summary of the speaker identification predictions.

or speaker identity under the sparsity of data available at the beginning of an
episode to those once more data has been gained towards the end of the episode.

4. Conclusion

Within a dialogue, participants exhibit particular communicative characteristics
which are unique to them. With Dialogical Fingerprinting, these characteristics
are used to identify participants and provide informative debate analytics. The
interactive demonstration program for this system provides audiences with an
intuitive way of engaging with the outputs, giving further insights into the debate
and helping to increase the understandability of the work being carried out.

Despite the work being at a preliminary stage, and as yet without quantitative
user evaluation, this prototype clearly demonstrates the potential for large format
touch based interaction with debate analytics.
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